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GALOIS EXTENSIONS AND THE RAMIFICATION
SEQUENCE OF SOME WILDLY RAMIFIED

7T-ADIC FIELDS

R. D. DAVIS AND E. F. WISHART

Abstract. In this paper the authors have found necessary and

sufficient conditions for a pth degree Eisenstein extension of an

arbitrary x-adic field to be normal. In addition we have found

where the Galois automorphisms must appear in the ramification

sequence of the extended ring.

In the study of the factors of the ramification sequence of a valua-

tion ring it is of interest to know when extensions of the quotient

field are normal and where in the ramification sequence the Galois

automorphisms appear. This work answers these questions for a pth

degree Eisenstein extension of an arbitrary 7r-adic field Kq, and is an

extension of results that appear in the authors' dissertations [l],

[5]. A special case has been used by Heerema in [3, Lemma 8] to

analyze the ramification sequence when the ramification index is p.

Let K be an unramified £-adic field [4, p. 226, Definition 2] and

consider Kpq/Kq and KJK totally ramified extensions of degrees p

and q respectively, where p is an odd prime and q is arbitrary. Let w

and r denote prime elements of Kpq and Kq respectively, and by V{a)

we denote the normalized exponential valuation of an element aEKpq

so that F(7t) = 1, V{t) =p, and V{p) =pq. Recall that w is a root of an

Eisenstein polynomial

p-i

(1) f(x) = x» + r 22 biX{

over Kq. We use M{r) to denote the rth power of the maximal ideal

M of the valuation ring Rpq of Kpq and h~Rpq/M denotes the com-

mon residue field of K, Kq, and Kpq. Also I* denotes the residue of

t modulo p — l, 0^t*<p — 1, and [ ] denotes the greatest integer

function. Finally, let

Gi 2 Hi D G2 3 H2 D • • •

be the ramification sequence of RPt, where
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Gi = {a E G | a(a) - aE M(i) for all a E RPi},

Hi= {a E Gi | a(a) - a E M(i + 1) for all a E M},

and G is the group of automorphisms of Rpq.

Theorem. Suppose Kpq, Kq and K are as above; let

tp = min{V(bi)\i = 1,2, ■ ■ ■ ,p- 1}

and j be the least positive integer i such that V(b¿) =tp. If bi= ■ • •

= èp_i = 0, set t = + co and] = 1. Then necessary and sufficient conditions

for Kpq/Kq to be normal are:

Case 1. t<q.

(a) j = p — l—t* and

(b) the residue in h of —jbj/(T'( — bo)t+l) has a (p-l)th root.

Case 2. t^q.

(c) q = s(p — l), s an arbitrary, positive integer and

(d) the residue in h of —Tq/p has a (p-l)th root.

Moreover, the nontrivial Galois automorphisms of Kpq/Kq are in G„\Hn,

where n= {¿+2+ [t/(p — I)] in Case 1, sp+l in Case 2}.

For f(x) =xv+Tb0 clearly Kpq/Kq is normal if and only if Kq con-

tains the pth roots of 1. Let M' be the maximal ideal of the valuation

ring of Kq. Then Case 2 yields:

Corollary [2, V, p. 215]. Kq contains the pth roots of 1 if and only

if (p — l)\q and xp~l = —Tq/p mod M' has a solution in Kq.1

Proof (Necessity). The proof is based on the fact that if a sum is

zero, then it must have at least two summands with minimal value.

For completeness we include the well-known

Lemma. Suppose Kpq/Kq is a normal extension. Every nontrivial

aEG(Kpq/Kq) is such that a(ir) =ir+irnz where w=2 and z is a unit.

Proof. Since f(a(w)) =0, V(a(tr)) = V(w) = 1, i.e., a(ir) =nr, where

r is a unit. But/(r7r) =0 and irp = —rb0 mod M(p + l) imply (rir)p— irp

= (rp — l)irpEM(p + l). Hence the residue of r is a pth root of unity

in h and since 1 is the only such, r=l+irn~1z, with w = 2 and z is a

unit. |

From f(w) =f(w+irnz) =0 we obtain

(2) Z (P\v+Hn-i)zk + r ¿2 h ¿ / V+,(„-i)z< = o.
k-l\k/ *=,! ,=l\î/

The authors wish to thank the referee for pointing out this corollary.
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Since m^2, the terms in the sum on the left side of (2) increase in

value with increasing k except when k=p. Also, the terms in the

double sum on the right side of (2) increase in value with both in-

creasing i and k except when k =j. It follows from these two observa-

tions that the following three terms have values less than every other

term:

(3) pirr+n-lz,

(4) 7r"BzP,

(5) Tjbjir^n~1z.

Their respective values are qp+p+n—l, np, and p+tp+j+n —I.

Case 1. t<q. Since 0<j<p, we havep+tp+j+n — Kqp+p+n — l.

Hence, np = p+tp+j+n — 1 which implies

(6) n=l + {tp+j)/ip-l).

But » is a positive integer ^2, so that

(7) tp+j = mip-l)

for some positive integer m. Since t = {p — 1) [t/{p — 1) ] +t*, (7) implies

(8) y.(,-!)(«-,-["-i-])-,.

Since 0<j<p, it follows from (8) that m — t— [t/{p — l)] = l and hence

j = p — l—t*, i.e., condition (a). Substitution of (8) into (6) yields the

conclusion n = t + 2 + [t/ip — 1)]. From (1) we have tt"

= —b0r mod M{p + l) which implies that

vvnzv  =  zPa.pn-p(í+l)(_¿oT)í+l  =  0PT^n-l(_ô()T)i+l      mod Mfßp _|_   J)

Since the sum of (4) and (5) must have value greater than np, (4)

added to (5) becomes

ZpT>+»-i{-boT)t+i + rbjJT^n-lz m 0    mod M(np + 1)

or

jbj
(9) z"-1 +-a 0    mod M.

T lf_7,„V+l(-bo)

The residue of (9) in h yields condition (b) of the theorem.

Case 2. t^q.  In this case qp+p+n — Kp+tp+j+n — l. Thus

equating the values of (3) and (4) yields

(10) q=(p-l)(n- I)/p.
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It follows that p\ (n — 1), implying that n — l=sp for some positive

integer s. This is condition (c) of the theorem.

Since the value of the sum of (3) and (4) must be greater than np,

we have

(11) pirp+n-lz + Tnpzp m 0    mod M (np + I)

which, through the use of (10) and the fact that irp= —Tb0 mod M(p+l),

reduces to

(-Oo)^""1 + (P/t") = 0    mod M.

Since q is a multiple of p—l, this implies condition (d).

Sufficiency. We prove that f(x), the minimal polynomial of 7r,

splits in Kpl. Since Kpq/Kq is of degree p, this is equivalent to showing

the existence of a root oif(x) in KPq that is different from w. From the

lemma we know that if such a root exists it is of the form ir+irnz,

m^2, z a unit. Thus it suffices to show the existence of a unit z for

which ir+irnz is a root of (1). We do this by successive approximation.

Case 1. t<q. Let z0 be a representative in KPq of a (p-l)th root of

the residue of -jbj/(Tl(-b0)t+1) and « = ¿+2+ [t/(p-I)]. Substitute

7r+7Tn2o into (1). As in the proof of the necessity, there are two terms

with minimal value pn, i.e., wpnzl and Tbjjiri+n~'izo. Their sum

(mod M(pn + l)) after some simplification reduces to

i+n-l    v-l f+1   Í+1

ZOT (Z0     ( —Oo)       T        +Tjbj),

which from the choice of z0, reduces to zero mod M(np + l). With this

as the first step, we proceed by induction. Suppose zo, %i, • • • , zm-i

have been chosen so that

/(tt + ir"z0 + 7T"+1z, + • • • + 7rn+m^1zm_i) G M(np + m).

Let \ = w+wn+mzm, where w='7r+7rnzo+ • • • +trn+m~lzm-i. Then

/(A) = f(w) + ¿_ (     \w    IT Zm + T ¿_, bk ¿_ I  . )w    w z».

Since m>l, every term in the above is in M(np+m + l) except for

f(w) and the term Tbjjwi~1irn+mzm, whose value is less than or equal to

that of f(w). Hence we can choose zm so that f(w) +Tb1jwi~1irn+mzm

EM(np+m + l). Thus by induction, for each integer m we can choose

zm so that

/(it + irnZo + ir"+1z, + • • • + irn+mzm) E M(np + m + 1).

Let z = 2Ii" o t*2«» /(7r+irBz) = 0 so that we obtain our root for Case 1.
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Case 2. t^q. In this case we let z0 be a representative of a (p — l)th

root of —{p/r") and n = sp + l, where q = s{p — 1). The rest of the

details of this case are similar to those of Case 1 and will be omitted

here, except to mention that terms (3) and (4) are considered rather

than (4) and (5). ■

A natural question to ask is: Given an extension Kpq/Kq can Cases

1 and 2 both occur for the same extension for different choices of

prime elements tt and r? That this cannot occur can be easily seen

from the following argument.

Suppose for different choices of 7r and r both Cases 1 and 2 could

occur. Then, since the position of the nontrivial Galois automor-

phisms in the ramification sequence is independent of the choice of 7r

and t, we would have

(12) t+2+ [t/{p - 1)] = sp+l.

Substituting  t  =   (p  -  l)[t/(p  -  I)}  + t*  into   (12)   yields   t*

= p(s-[t/(p-l)])-l which is contrary to 0^t*<p-l.
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